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Leadership
More Substance,
Less Glitter
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or over two millennia, the name of Ulysses, aka Odysseus, has come to our lips when we are
asked to name an example of leadership. In the closing three lines of his poem in tribute to this
traveler‐king, Tennyson pegs the qualities that attest to Ulysses’ reputation for leadership. Re‐
markably, or rather, delightfully, Tennyson has penned phrases
that parallel the recent and on‐going findings of Big Five research
about the qualities of successful leaders: “equal temper” (N‐),
“One equal
“heroic hearts” (E+), “to seek” (O+), “to strive . . . and not to yield”
temper of heroic
(A‐),
“strong in will” and “to find” (C+).
hearts,

Made weak by time
and fate, but
strong in will
To strive, to seek, to
find, and not to
yield.”
--Alfred, Lord Tennyson
(English poet laureate)
“Ulysses”

Here is the portrait of the perfect leader, corroborated
by dozens of studies throughout the last three decades. Although
it’s possible to succeed as a leader with a different personality
profile, the natural leader defined in Big Five terms is resilient (N‐
); energetic, outgoing, and persuasive (E+); visionary (O+); com‐
petitive (A‐); and dedicated to a goal (C+).

What Is Leadership?
If we know what personality traits are associated with
the ideal leader, then surely we also know what leadership is!
Although hundreds of definitions pepper the business literature,
including one of our own, probably the most common theme
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among these definitions is reflected by Hogan, Curphy, and Hogan in their article entitled “What We
Know About Leadership” (1994, p. 493): “Leadership involves persuading other people to set aside for a
period of time their individual concerns and to pursue a common goal that is important for the respon‐
sibilities and welfare of a group.”
It was Machiavelli who pointed out that the leader could not be successful by leaning on a sin‐
gle set of extreme behaviors. In The Prince, he suggested that one can gain a leadership position
through birth, skill, fortune, or force, but that in order to keep the position the leader must be willing
to be both a Fox and a Lion. By “Fox,” he meant shrewd, and by “Lion,” strong (the typical leader). The
Fox can be generous yet thrifty, merciful yet just, trusting yet skeptical, restrained yet bold, serious yet
frivolous, cautious yet impetuous. The leader who exhibits only the first trait in each pair will be viewed
as weak and will be disrespected. The leader who exhibits only the second trait will be hated; he or she
will have the power without the glory. As Machiavelli said at one point, the best fortress of a leader is
not to be hated, and the Lion, who focuses only on the so‐called “strong” behaviors—always being
bold, for example, and seeing restraint as a sign of weakness—risks being hated. Machiavelli suggested
that the shrewd Fox is able to draw from either pair of behaviors based on what the situation calls for.
By presenting a balance, by being willing to draw on complementary resources and not just those that
feel natural, this leader can be loved, yet will be appropriately feared; she or he will have the power
and the glory. The Lion must play the Fox from time to time.
Taking this to heart, leaders, who are generally calm (N‐), must be capable of occasionally
showing agitation (N+) so that people don’t regard them as unfeeling or unconcerned about the wor‐
ries and crises affecting their followers. Though they are generally outgoing and assertive (E+), leaders
must take time to listen to their followers and occasionally retire in solitude (E‐) to write or get other
work done; if not, others may conclude that they’re uncomfortable with themselves. Leaders need to
espouse a vision (O+), but they must also be practical and efficient (O‐) so that people don’t think
they’re out of touch with reality. Although they can be unyielding (A‐), they must be nurturing on occa‐
sion (A+) to avoid being accused of greed and arrogance. And though they generally are focused on the
goal (C+), they must occasionally be spontaneous and playful (C‐); if not, others may conclude that they
are workaholics headed for a breakdown.
This pattern is presented as a Big Five supertrait profile in Figure 8.1. Subsequent leader pro‐
files will be compared to this standard.
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FIGURE 8.1

The Ideal Leader Profile
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Managers versus Leaders
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Key to the Graph
L = Scores of Typical Effective Leaders
M=Scores of Typical Effective Managers
N Scores Range from 40‐45
E Scores Range from 55‐60
O Manager Scores Range from 40‐45
O Leader Scores Range from 55‐60
A Manager Scores Range from 40‐45
A Leader Scores Range from 40‐50
C Scores Range from 55‐60
FIGURE 8.2
Scores of Typical
Effective Leaders and
Managers on the
WorkPlace™

“Are managers leaders?” As we ask this
question in various leadership programs and classes
we conduct, participants debate in small groups and
in open classroom discussions in order to answer
the question, probably because most organizations
have the general expectation that their managers
are leaders. The primary trait in which we see more
variability between the typical effective leader pro‐
file and the typical effective manager profile is Orig‐
inality. Typical effective leaders score from 55 to 60
(O+) on the O scale while typical effective managers
score from 40 to 45 (O‐). Our own definition of a
leader that we have often employed since we craft‐
ed it in the mid‐1980s is that “A leader is someone
who takes responsibility for affecting needed
change.” Before we even had quantifiable research
data to underscore this fact, we had the sense that
creating a vision, thinking strategically about the
future and the big picture, and readily embracing
change were the key ingredients to leading an or‐
ganization (O+) (see Figure 8.2 to compare the two
profiles). Leaders are the ones who propel organiza‐
tions to new heights, often leading the way with
new technology and major expenditures (short‐
term) in order to have the value and profits long‐
term.
Typical effective managers, on the other
hand, are the ones who maintain the status‐quo
and implement all the well‐designed policies, pro‐
cedures, methodologies, and plans that ensure or‐
ganizational effectiveness and that no detail is over‐
looked, achieving bottom‐line results every possible
quarter. Wall Street loves these people with their
short‐term, results‐generating thinking! They want
profits now. These managers take the broad brush
concepts and brain‐stormed ideas from the O+ peo‐
ple in their organizations and convert them into
tangible, productive outputs of products or services
delivered to customers and clients today.
Another element of the trait profile in
which the typical effective leader differs from the
typical effective manager is on Accommodation.
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Our research indicates that typical effective leaders’ scores range from 40 to 50 on the Accommodation
scale rather than the 40 to 45 of the typical effective manager. In other words, leaders tend to be a
little more nurturing and collaborative than typical effective managers, perhaps gaining more buy‐in
and support from followers to address the other burning leadership question debated in Organizational
Behavior M.B.A. classes around the world as to whether leadership is “taken” by a dominant and pow‐
erful leader or “attributed” to the leader by the people the leader seeks to lead. (See our earlier
discussion of Machiavelli’s thinking about leadership at the beginning of this chapter.)
As we are discussing the leader versus manager profiles, it is interesting to note that some
preliminary research emerging from our global work with the Center for Creative Leadership is begin‐
ning to indicate a slight shift in one of the subtraits of Consolidation. C4 Concentration historically has
been high (55 to 60) for both effective leaders and managers. But in today’s global environment where
we are bombarded by communication media 24/7, there is a slight indication of a shift into the lower
and midrange on this scale. The multi‐tasker who can drop the current task or activity at a moment’s
notice to shift to another, may be in the process of taking over from the historic leader/manager who
can focus relentlessly until the task at hand is complete before shifting. Understanding the biological
basis for the Consolidation trait is testosterone (see Chapter 6) and given the surprising drop in this
hormone in recent years, particularly among boys likely linked to the high use of plastics to hold water
and sodas, our environment could be causing this shift. It certainly warrants watching and further re‐
search. Potential interns who want to consider research projects and analyze current WorkPlace data
and trends, stay tuned for future updates.
There is one current report that we offer at the Center for Applied Cognitive Studies that is
worth noting during our discussion of leadership. Our Leader Report takes the WorkPlace Big Five Pro‐
file or SchoolPlace Big Five Profile scores of an individual and generates a comprehensive report
analyzing an individual with several leadership models and providing information that compares the
person to the ideal Leader we described earlier. Conflict management, delegation, emotional intelli‐
gence, decision‐making, escalation of commitment, team‐related information, and other characteristics
are all included in our standard version of the Leader Report. A partial list of those people who may be
contacted about assisting you in taking either the WorkPlace Big Five Profile or the SchoolPlace Big Five
Profile to receive your own customized Leader Report can be found on our website:
http://www.centacs.com/services/consultant‐directory/.

The Furnham Study
As an example of how the research literature supports this Big Five leadership profile, consider
the Furnham leadership study, which was composed of 160 middle‐ to upper‐level managers in a mul‐
tinational communications organization. These leaders were anywhere from their late thirties to their
mid‐50s in age. Ten licensed psychologists, who were also management consultants, were trained to
use an assessment center format to evaluate these 160 managers on ten key leadership abilities. In the
assessment center format, the ten psychologists used a variety of methods (questionnaires, case stud‐
ies, role plays, and so forth) to assess small groups of individuals on a discrete number of criteria. The
NEO PI‐R was administered to the managers. Furnham and his team then tried to determine whether
the scores on the Big Five were systematically associated with the scores on the ten leadership abilities.
As Table 8.1 clearly illustrates, all ten abilities showed strong associations with the Big Five.
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TABLE 8.1
Competency
Names:
Drive to
Achieve
Drive to Lead

Leadership
The Trait Infrastructure for Furnham’s 10 Leadership Competencies (1997)
and How It Relates to the WorkPlace Big Five Profile 4.0™
Need for
Extraversion Originality
Accommodation
Consolidation
Stability
N‐34‐ *

E++36+

A234‐

C+++12345++

N‐134‐

E+3++6+

A‐124‐‐

C+4+13++

Conceptual
Ability

N3‐

Intuition

N34‐

E+13+

N2+3‐

E+125+

N2‐3‐‐

E++1++2+

Optimism

N‐‐14‐3‐‐‐

E++15+3++

Resilience

N‐‐‐‐‐‐13‐‐‐‐‐‐
24‐‐‐

Interpersonal
Sensitivity
Social Adapta‐
bility

O+12+
O+3+12++

A3+4‐‐
A++123+

O+

O1‐

A1+4‐
A4‐‐

C+134+

A1++4‐

C+1345+

Interest in
N3‐
E+123
O2+
A4‐
C+15+
Business
Internal Locus
N‐‐‐14‐‐‐3‐
E+3++
A4‐‐‐
C++134++2+
Of Control
* To read our shorthand for understanding your traits, the code is as follows:
N: Need for Stability
E: Extraversion
O: Originality
A: Accommodation
C: Consolidation
‐‐: means that a score in the very low range (0‐34) is supportive of the competency
‐ : means that a score in the low range (35‐44) is supportive of the competency
=: means that a score in the middle range (45‐55) is supportive of the competency
+: means that a score in the high range (56‐65) is supportive of the competency
++: means that a score in the very high range (66‐100) is supportive of the competency
34‐: means someone who scores in the low range (35‐44) on subtrait 3 and subtrait 4
125+: means someone who scores in the high range (56‐65) on subtrait 1, subtrait 2, and subtrait
5
A234‐: means someone who scores in the low range (35‐44 on subtrait 2, subtrait 3, and subtrait 4
E++15+3++: means someone who scores in the very high range (66‐100) on the E Supertrait, in the
high range (56‐65)on subtraits 1 and 5, and in the very high range (66‐100) on subtrait 3
Note: Seeing more than two ‐‐‐,===, or +++ means that the particular trait has been given additional
weighting compared to the other traits in computing the overall value for the competency relative to
the WorkPlace Big Five Profile.Furnham used the NEO PI‐R (1992) to assess for traits. We have con‐
verted NEO trait names to the appropriate WorkPlace Big Five Profile trait names.
Source: Adapted from Furnam, Crump, & Whelan (1997), p. 672
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The results suggest that these ten leadership abilities each require a certain personality infra‐
structure for their fullest realization. Although the traits identified in Table 8.1 are not mandatory for
high performance in the associated leadership ability areas, they certainly make it more likely that an
individual will be able to excel in those areas. They are neither necessary nor sufficient, but certainly
facilitative. One interesting finding of the Furnham study was that, in the organization’s culture, the A
trait lacked consistency in its relation to the ten competencies. Most strikingly, A‐ was associated with
“Drive to Lead” and “Drive to Achieve,” while A+ was associated with “Interpersonal Sensitivity.” This is
known as a trade‐off, in which it is almost impossible to find both qualities in the same person, except
to some watered‐down or moderate degree. If you want a leader with strong drive, you must typically
sacrifice some interpersonal sensitivity; if you want a leader with strong interpersonal sensitivity, you
must sacrifice some amount of drive. A leader who is moderate in A will tend to have moderate inter‐
personal skills (unless E is high) and moderate drive (unless C is very high). Therefore, carefully
identifying the needs of a specific role prior to selecting or appointing a leader will help in determining
what trade‐offs, if any, are necessary.

Must Leaders Have Perfect WorkPlace Scores?
If we know the ideal infrastructure profile for leadership, then what are the consequences
when a leader has a profile that is off‐target? If a leader matches the ideal on all but one or two dimen‐
sions, what are the specific liabilities and how does the leader compensate for them? In the extended
pages of Table 8.2, we summarize the key benefits, concerns, and remedies based on whether or not
an individual leader scores on target, to the right of the target (above, or in excess of, the optimum), or
to the left of the target (below the optimum) on the Big Five as it relates to leadership. The optimum
score on a 100‐point standard scale is identified after the dimension label in the first column. Please
note that the optimal range varies from trait to trait. For the Need for Stability scale the optimal leader
scores between 40 to 45 while the optimal leader score range shifts to 55 to 60 on Extraversion.
Note that an excess or deficiency in a particular dimension can be offset, or moderated, by
compensating scores in related dimensions. For example, O+ can be tamed by C+, A‐ can be smoothed
over by E+ and N‐, N‐ can be made expressive by E+ and either A+ or A‐, and the coolness of E‐ can be
warmed up by the nurturing qualities of A+. By looking for such interactive effects, we can avoid the
trap of assuming that an extreme score on one dimension has automatic and inevitable effects. An O+
person will almost always be imaginative, but the trait will appear differently when the same person is
E+ (overbearing), A‐ (entrepreneurial), or C‐ (impractical).
It is important to note, however, that this table is based on supertrait scores. If you have actu‐
al subtrait information from taking the WorkPlace Big Five Profile that indicates you are outside of the
optimal range on one or more of the subtraits, then be sure to read the additional text information in
the relevant ranges of the scale. For example, we coached an executive in Canada who has an Original‐
ity Supertrait score of 58, certainly within the optimal range for a leader. He had, however a very
complex set of O subtraits, 70 on O1, 61 on O2, 69 on O3, and 34 on O4. In reviewing the benefits, con‐
cerns, options, and notes of the optimal range, we found ourselves shifting to review the low range and
high range for his separate subtraits in order to give him a clearer analysis of what he needs to change
or pay attention to in order to be an effective leader in his organization. If your subtraits are in the
same range as your overall supertrait, you can stay in the same range as you analyze them. When they
range over the scale from below range, to optimal, to above range, your leadership analysis of yourself
becomes more of a challenge. Take your time and make good notes for yourself as you progress
through the analysis. Many leaders have found this tool to be invaluable.
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The Optimum WorkPlace Big Five Profile Leadership Profile, with Benefits,
TABLE 8.2
Concerns, and Remedies for Those Who Do and Do Not Match the Profile
Optimum Leader
To the Left of the
To the Right of the
Score Range
Optimum Score Range
Optimum Score Range
(Note: score ranges change)

N: Need for Stability
Note: The following are general statements and need to be examined along with the leader’s subtrait scores on the WorkPlace 4.0.

Score Range: 0‐39

Score Range: 40‐45

Score Range: 46‐100

Benefits: Many; very Resilient;
perceived as eternally calm and
unflappable, extremely difficult to
unnerve, rational in a crisis; your
extreme calmness can inspire high
confidence in others.

Benefits: Borderline Resilient and
Responsive; calm, cool, and col‐
lected when needed; recovers
quickly from crises; inspires confi‐
dence with subordinates that you
are durable and will prevail; will
show appropriate concern from
time to time. Can typically think of
what to do next in a crisis.

Benefits: Responsive and Reactive;
likely to become somewhat or very
concerned about internal or exter‐
nal clients/customers; your
responsiveness/reactivity will show
subordinates that you are human
and care.

Concerns: On occasion, could
communicate coolness or indiffer‐
ence to others who are still looking
for leadership; can move on to
other matters while team members
may still need direct leadership
help from you.
Options: Make it a point to com‐
municate, by speaking or in writing,
all positive and negative feedback
to your followers so they will know
where they stand. When a problem
occurs, schedule a time to revisit
the matter after N= and N+ people
have calmed down in order to in‐
volve everyone in avoiding future
problems. Allow people to express
feelings.
Notes: When someone tells you
about an issue or problem, your
first instinct is to correct it, coolly
and rationally. Many times an N= or
N+ person simply needs to vent or
emote without your solution.

Concerns: None

Options: None needed

Notes: While this is a “typical”
leader scoring range for N, it may
not be the profile for a successful
leader in all parts of the organiza‐
tion.
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Concerns: Many; wariness, your
tendency to worry, and/or temper
could tend to eat away at the confi‐
dence of colleagues in your
leadership ability. Occasional bursts
of anger could damage relation‐
ships. Apologize soon afterward.
Options: Learn the arts of medita‐
tion, isometrics, deep breathing;
aerobic exercise helps manage the
stress; deal aggressively with
sources of stress at work and at
home.
Notes: If you work in a customer
service area, it could help to be a
leader with a midrange or slightly
higher score on N so that you can
work with or lead others who score
higher on this scale as well as gravi‐
tate toward serving internal and/or
external customers for your organi‐
zation.
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TABLE 8.2
The Optimum WorkPlace Big Five Profile Leadership Profile, with Benefits,
Concerns, and Remedies for Those Who Do and Do Not Match the Profile
(Continued)
To the Left of the
Optimum Leader Score Range
To the Right of the
Optimum Score Range
(Note: score ranges change)
Optimum Score Range

E: Extraversion
Note: The following are general statements and need to be examined along with the leader’s subtrait scores on the WorkPlace 4.0.

Score Range: 0‐54

Score Range: 55‐60

Score Range: 61‐100

Benefits: Introvert and Ambivert;
excels in a quieter, paperwork‐
intensive leadership position; more
accepted in highly introverted cul‐
tures, such as accounting,
engineering, IT, and R&D; tends to
listen very well.

Benefits: Borderline Ambivert and
Extravert; friendly, approachable,
outgoing, enthusiastic, natural
communicator in face‐to‐face situa‐
tions, comfortable taking charge of
the work of others. This leader is
typically not so extraverted that
he/she cannot listen to others.

Benefits: Many; strong Extravert;
comfortable leading by wandering
around; enjoys being in the thick of
things; handles a heavy meeting
schedule well; enjoys meeting and
greeting; likely has an extensive
network of contacts inside and
outside the organization; good in a
highly extraverted culture, such as
sales, entertainment, or politics.

Concerns: None

Concerns: Few; resists closing the
door and churning out the neces‐
sary deskwork; can tire out
teammates if they are more Ambi‐
verts or Introverts by insisting on
longer, face‐to‐face meetings.
More comfortable with phone calls
than with email. Avoid popping into
offices of Introverts to get a quick
reaction to some written docu‐
ment. Give them time to think and
prepare.

Options: None needed

Options: Establish a “quiet hour”
in which you are protected from
interruptions; resist interrupting
others during a meeting discussion;
avoid holding side conversations or
phone calls during a meeting when
someone else is talking.

Concerns: Many; tendency to
under‐communicate; minimizes the
number of meetings that might be
needed; may not take charge easily.
Could prefer written communica‐
tion to spoken communication.
Quietness may be mistaken for
aloofness or smugness. May not tell
others about thoughts unless
asked.
Options: If uncomfortable, dele‐
gate meeting facilitation to
another, more extraverted team
member; increase use of verbal and
written communication (even dele‐
gating it to an assistant who uses
your name), especially for informal
matters (recognition, constructive
criticism, reminders).
Notes: In area of an organization
where IT, engineering, accounting/
bookkeeping, and/or research/
development are going on, a middle
to lower E leader may be more
successful because the leader will
probably be more like most of the
other people in the department and
relate better than a strong
Extravert.

Notes: This is a “typical” E score
for a leader but may not be the
score that is needed in some
specialized sections/ departments/
areas of the organization.
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Notes: In a sales, political, enter‐
tainment or other type of highly
extraverted culture, it can be help‐
ful for the leader to have a higher
score on E in order to be more like
the other people in the depart‐
ment.
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TABLE 8.2
The Optimum WorkPlace Big Five Profile Leadership Profile, with Benefits,
Concerns, and Remedies for Those Who Do and Do Not Match the Profile
(Continued)
To the Left of the
Optimum Leader Score Range
To the Right of the
Optimum Score Range
(Note: score ranges change)
Optimum Score Range

O: Originality
Note: The following are general statements and need to be examined along with the leader’s subtrait scores on the WorkPlace 4.0.

Score Range: 0‐54

Score Range: 55‐60

Score Range: 61‐100

Benefits: Preserver and Moderate;
may be primarily concerned with
the here‐and‐now, tactics, and
implementation; likely focuses on
the details (especially when scores
are E‐ and C+); typically good as a
project manager; typically better
as a manager in a maintenance/
status quo situation where little
change is needed or required.
Moderates can alternate between
thinking tactically like most Pre‐
servers and strategically like most
Explorers and will be a little more
open to change than Preservers.

Benefits: Borderline Moderate
and Explorer; appropriately imagi‐
native; anticipates future needs;
focuses on strategy; handles theo‐
ry, complexity and uncertainty
well; embraces change when the
situation calls for it.

Benefits: Many; Explorer;
naturally creative and imaginative;
comfortable focusing on theory,
complex problems, and the future;
sees opportunities for change and
problem‐solving as enjoyable and
challenging.

Concerns: Tends to focus more on
the here and now, rather than the
big picture and future needs; may
minimize the need for change.
Might be surprised by seemingly
sudden new technological devel‐
opments or a competitor’s new
products/ services that were not
anticipated.
Options: Invite an associate, ven‐
dor, consultant, or customer who
is O+ to come in from time to time
and challenge your assumptions
about your short‐ and long‐term
thinking and planning.
Notes: In more established or
conservative organizations where
there is little technology change or
few upgrades from year to year, an
appropriate leader may function
quite adequately with a midrange
or slightly lower score.

Concerns: None

Options: None needed

Notes: The “typical” leader on O,
while more strategic and oriented
toward the future, may not be as
effective in dealing with day‐to‐
day administrative details and
implementing policies and proce‐
dures. Make sure there is
someone else on the management
team who can handle these tasks.
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Concerns: May enjoy change for
change’s sake, even initiating it at
times when it may not be neces‐
sary or helpful; likely to resist
spending sufficient time on the
details; if C‐, will have difficulty
being on time and within budget
on projects; will probably become
bored with routine, repetitive
responsibilities that don’t chal‐
lenge the imagination. May
generate lots of new ideas that are
delegated to others to research or
implement but later discarded in
favor of a different approach.
Options: Have a colleague or
team member who has permission
to keep you in line with respect to
being practical, meeting stated
project objectives, and creating
future plans.
Notes: In a highly technical indus‐
try where change occurs very
rapidly, a leader needs to score
well into the high range in order to
grasp the possibilities and global
implications of change while creat‐
ing an innovative, cutting‐edge
plan for the future of the depart‐
ment or the organization.
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TABLE 8.2
The Optimum WorkPlace Big Five Profile Leadership Profile, with Benefits,
Concerns, and Remedies for Those Who Do and Do Not Match the Profile
(Continued)
To the Left of the
Optimum Leader Score Range
To the Right of the
Optimum Score Range
(Note: score ranges change)
Optimum Score Range

A: Accommodation
Note: The following are general statements and need to be examined along with the leader’s subtrait scores on the WorkPlace 4.0.

Score Range: 0‐39

Score Range: 40‐50

Score Range: 51‐100

Benefits: Depends; Challenger; in
tougher, more competitive situa‐
tions, you as a leader will rarely
back down from a challenge;
tough‐minded; have to win; inde‐
pendent; thick‐skinned (if also N‐);
enjoy center stage (especially if
also N‐ and C+); enjoy a strong,
lively debate.
Concerns: Can come across as
arrogant, untrusting, and superior;
can alienate team members and
others; playing to win may result in
frequent conflicts that can damage
internal or external relationships
over time. You not only want to
win, but you often want to crush
the competition. May even with‐
hold key information from others.
Options: Reconsider any decision
made in the heat of the moment;
do aerobic exercise before meet‐
ings in which you need to be
softer; give a colleague permission
to give you feedback when your
ego has exceeded accepted norms,
has come across too strongly, or
offended others.
Notes: Don’t assume that all ac‐
cept your ideas. You may be such a
tough leader that people won’t
confront you. Try holding your
opinion until the end of a discus‐
sion to allow colleagues to discuss
options instead of caving in to you.
Don’t miss out on some valuable
information by discounting those
who won’t stand up to you.

Benefits: A high Challenger and
low Negotiator. Typically effective
at negotiating; goes for the win‐
win approach; sufficiently tough,
but also able to understand others’
needs and interests; can wheel and
deal without either caving in to
others or crushing them. Appropri‐
ately humble.

Benefits: Depends; Adapter; can
excel in a friendly, trusting, nurtur‐
ing environment that emphasizes
teamwork, cooperation, building
consensus, and openly sharing
information.

Concerns: None

Options: None needed

Notes: This score range spans 10
points rather than 5 points as the
other 4 supertraits show for the
Optimum Leader Score Range.
That is due to a tendency in the
early 2000’s for some leaders to
become kinder and emphasize
servant leadership with associates.
We could see the range revert to
the earlier 40‐45 span after the
economy reemerges from reces‐
sion.
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Concerns: Is subject to being
duped, tricked, and out‐
maneuvered by associates, ven‐
dors, or customers who are more
competitive and manipulative;
doesn’t like to fight, and avoids
conflict, especially with strong
Challengers who insist on debating
every matter.
Options: Identify an associate or
consultant who can assist you in
negotiations or other situations in
which you know that you must
stand up to persons who play hard
ball, such as giving feedback to
strong Challengers.
Notes: Your tendency may be to
make decisions by talking matters
through with others to reach con‐
sensus. Don’t be surprised if
strong Challengers say they agree
in a meeting (just to get out of it),
and then leave the meeting and do
a project exactly the way they
want to rather than doing what
was decided in the meeting by
consensus, knowing that you
probably won’t object. If this hap‐
pens frequently, you may wish to
involve some A‐ colleagues in help‐
ing you confront the Challenger.

Leadership
TABLE 8.2
The Optimum WorkPlace Big Five Profile Leadership Profile, with Benefits,
Concerns, and Remedies for Those Who Do and Do Not Match the Profile
(Continued)
To the Left of the
Optimum Leader Score Range
To the Right of the
Optimum Score Range
(Note: score ranges change)
Optimum Score Range

C: Consolidation
Note: The following are general statements and need to be examined along with the leader’s subtrait scores on the WorkPlace 4.0.

Score Range: 0‐54
Benefits: Few; Flexible and Bal‐
anced; spontaneous and enjoys
wearing different hats; typically,
can serve well in a staff‐type posi‐
tion which must respond to a
variety of ever‐changing needs and
demands from line management or
which requires much multi‐tasking.
Can flex fairly easily when goals
change or when the organization
goes through reorganization.
Concerns: May lack discipline, or‐
ganization, and ambition; can work
hard and long, but is often distract‐
ed from immediate or long term
goals; may not begin a project in a
timely fashion or may be pulled
away from it by a sudden interrup‐
tion. Often makes decisions quickly
without studying the hard data or
facts.
Options: Can excel when a job is
highly structured with minimal
allowance for discretion and au‐
tonomy; otherwise, may need an
associate to remind you of dead‐
lines, to attend to details, to avoid
distractions, or to stick to the
budget, as these tasks do not come
as easily to this type of leader.
Notes: You can succeed as a leader
if the job demands constant multi‐
tasking as long as you have help
from your team in organizing, col‐
lecting/ publishing meeting notes,
polishing documents before they
are sent, and reviewing data before
a decision is made.

Score Range: 55‐60
Benefits: Borderline Balanced and
Focused; tends to stay organized
with minimal effort; disciplined,
ambitious, naturally stays focused
on immediate and long term priori‐
ties and goals; appropriately
cautious in decision making; has
high standards for self and others;
likely to have well‐balanced work
and personal lives.
Concerns: None

Options: None Needed

Notes: Most “typical” leaders
score in this range, but there are
circumstances in which scores be‐
low and above this range can
succeed.
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Score Range: 61‐100
Benefits: Many; Focused; very
ambitious; highly disciplined and
difficult, if not impossible, to dis‐
tract from the task or goal at hand;
strong preference for finishing one
project before beginning another; a
perfectionist who maintains very
high standards; one who can al‐
ways be trusted to deliver what is
promised and stick to the plan.
Concerns: Often is a workaholic
who can cause C‐ associates to
resent having to match your long
hours, untiring drive, and strong
will to achieve; has difficulty flexing
when goals change, projects are
put on hold, or in reorganization.
Options: Understand that your
associates are not like you with
your high comfort level for long
hours and dedication to goals; oc‐
casionally, take yourself less
seriously to show associates that
you are aware of your excesses;
make a point of being playful or
spontaneous on occasions when it
won’t jeopardize your goal attain‐
ment and will make you appear
more human to others.
Notes: The lower your N score, the
more you will understand that your
co‐workers are working hard even
if they can’t match you. The higher
your N score, the more their com‐
ing in late, leaving early, or even
working just their scheduled hours
will bother you if you are putting in
more time on a project than others.
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Leadership: Three Case Studies
Leadership Case Study 1

The Training Officers

We had the privilege of profiling a team of 25 US military officers at the rank of captain or
above, including one general class officer. These military service professionals were all involved in
the delivery of training topics—nursing to lock picking. They weren’t required to design the train‐
ing; instead, they prepared instructors to deliver the training, monitored its quality, and
maintained a state of readiness to deliver the training during peacetime, national emergencies,
and war. Given this mission, would you predict that their composite leadership profile was similar
to or different from the ideal profile? Because they were staff officers whose mission didn’t in‐
volve combat duty or normal line duties, we would expect their A scores to be slightly higher than
normal, with an emphasis on interpersonal sensitivity. In addition, since they didn’t have to de‐
sign the training (which would be associated with O+) and were more involved with tactical
management issues than strategic ones, we expected their O scores to be a little lower than the
ideal. And that’s exactly what we found, as you can see from their composite profile in Figure 8.3.

0‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐45‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐55‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐100
N
E
O
A
C
Solid Line= Ideal Leader
Dotted Line = Military Training Officers
FIGURE 8.3

U. S. Military Training Officers
Compared to Ideal Leader Profile (n=28)

Leadership Case Study 2

The NBA Coach Who Fell Short

Another individual we worked with was a head coach in the National Basketball Associa‐
tion. This gentleman was well‐liked and had great basketball savvy, yet he lacked what it took to
get close to the championship. His WorkPlace Big Five Profile provided some insight as to the rea‐
son. As you can see from his profile in Figure 8.4, he was O+ and C+, which matched his
basketball savvy (he was an excellent strategist known for creative playmaking) and his ambition
(he was disciplined and focused). However, note his elevated N, lower E, and higher A in compar‐
ison to the ideal leader. The result: he was a worrier, and apparently this translated to his players
as low confidence in himself and them. In addition, he was an Ambivert, so he was more private
than was desirable in this highly visible leadership position and spent less time with his players
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face‐to‐face; thus he didn’t offer his players the parental type of guidance and presence that is so
necessary to young millionaires who haven’t yet grown up. Finally, he was moderate in A, which
supported his excellent interpersonal sensitivity but not the essential toughness needed to take
on the strong egos of rich, know‐it‐all NBA pros.
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Solid Line = Ideal Leader
Dotted Line = NBA Coach
FIGURE 8.4

NBA Head Coach Compared to Ideal Leader Profile

Leadership Case Study 3

The Uncommunicative VP

For the third and final profile, we present the vice president for administration of a manu‐
facturing company in the Midwestern US. Responsible for some 12 people involved in
bookkeeping, computer technology, local‐area‐network support, accounts payable and receiva‐
ble, and budgeting, he was getting deeper and deeper into trouble. When we were called in to
intervene, several of his subordinates had quit, others were threatening to quit, and the depart‐
ment’s morale was at an all‐time low. Accusations of favoritism and bias against women and
minorities were rampant. We interviewed each department member as a way of gaining an un‐
derstanding of the situation. When we asked what the typical department meetings were like, we
were met with “What department meetings? We haven’t had a department meeting in over
three years!” And when we asked the department members how the vice president communi‐
cated with them, they said, “What communication? We get maybe one email a week.
Occasionally, when he thinks people have screwed up, he walks back here, rakes them over the
coals, and gives them an ultimatum to fix the problem. Otherwise, we never see or hear from
him.”
Now let’s take a look at this leader‐yet‐not‐a‐leader. His profile is provided in Figure 8.5.
You can quickly see the problem. Although he had the requisite N‐ and C+ and a satisfactory O=,
he was nearly off the chart on E‐ and A‐. The result was a strongly introverted person who be‐
lieved he was always right and who had almost no relationship skills. When he was interviewed,
he said that he prided himself on not having taken a single day of vacation in five years, and in his
arrogance he thought less of associates who had taken their well‐earned vacation days. He was
subsequently counseled to leave management to become a competent corporate troubleshooter
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without any direct reports. And in reporting to a new manager who had a profile very much in
alignment with a typical leader’s profile, his former employees thrived.

0‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐45‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐55‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐100
N
E
O
A
C
Solid Line= Ideal Leader
Dotted Line = Vice President
Vice President of Administration
Compared to Ideal Leader Profile

FIGURE 8.5

A Final Word about Leadership and Personality
No magic set of scores equates to good leadership; nor must a leader be ineffective just be‐
cause one or two scores fall short of the ideal. The fact that some people have an ideal profile for
leadership doesn’t mean that those who don’t should be excluded from the opportunity to lead. In‐
stead, the ideal profile highlights important characteristics of leadership that need to be addressed in
some way. Introverted leaders can excel in any situation, but it will be more natural (and comfortable)
for them to work in a more introverted environment such as IT or Research and Development. In addi‐
tion, as we’ll see in Chapter 16, leaders can employ a wide variety of strategies to offset the effects of
traits that fall short of the ideal. Where a will exists, a way is possible.

N

E

O

A

C

Need for
Stability

Extraversion

Originality

Accommodation

Consolidation

N+ Reactive
N= Responsive
N‐ Resilient
N1: Worry
N2: Intensity
N3: Interpretation
N4: Rebound Time

E+ Extravert
E= Ambivert
E‐ Introvert
E1: Warmth
E2: Sociability
E3: Activity Mode
E4: Taking Charge
E5: Trust of Others
E6: Tact

O+ Explorer
O= Moderate
O‐ Preserver
O1: Imagination
O2: Complexity
O3: Change
O4: Scope
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A+ Adapter
A= Negotiator
A‐ Challenger
A1: Others’ Needs
A2: Agreement
A3: Humility
A4: Reserve

C+ Focused
C= Balanced
C‐ Flexible
C1: Perfectionism
C2: Organization
C3: Drive
C4: Concentration
C5: Methodicalness

